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The warriors of the North are by far the most vicious of all the new enemies. If youve managed to survive and look at your crew, youll realize that theyre either destroyed, retreated or have been rounded up by the other factions. Theyd rather fight each other than deal with you. They carry their own unique special attacks, and the
fight is highly chaotic and quick. Other than armor and weapons, the Warriors of the North DLC will include new enemies to kill and destroy. The two we are currently most excited about are the people of the Ijirok and the Ice Wolves, a new enemy faction. The Ijirok are a mythical creature that turned out to be quite real, and youll

be able to encounter their encampments and forts. Their archers can be an interesting fight, and theyre also prone to different special attacks based on their weapons. The Ijirok are by far the most lore-friendly faction of the Warriors of the North, and for the most part, theyre harmless enough. However, if there werent more to
them than being mythological creatures, theydnt be worth a damn. Luckily for us, there are! We want Battle Brothers to be a universal game, with units to use in every scenario. To that end, weve been working on a system that will let you choose which faction, sort of, in any given skirmish. Anyone who was playing in a skirmish

and found themselves up against the Warriors of the North DLC could have a few moments of terror knowing this dude is going to come and kill them all. Larger congregations of nomads are led by a Nomad Leader, roughly equivalent to a Brigand Leader, and may also be supported by higher tier specialists. The Desert Stalker is a
master of using bows and killing from afar, the Nomad Executioner is a heavily armed and armored individual that likes to solve disputes by slugging it out with two-handed weapons, and the Desert Devil is a bladedancer of sorts, a whirlwind on the battlefield wielding a shamshir or a swordlance. Hes not quite as skilled in a duel

as a Swordmaster, but makes up this fact by being considerably more agile and less vulnerable to getting peppered with arrows. Naturally, all of these characters may also appear as champions with named gear if you own the Warriors of the North DLC.
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So now you have everything you need to look forward to getting your hands on the upcoming Warriors of the North DLC and its 5 expansions when it is released this November! If you have any questions about the DLC, or would simply like to share feedback with us, feel free to send us a message to support@wastelands-
game.com Of course, lets start with the exciting news on the Warriors of the North DLC. The first pieces of information on this, came in the form of a rough time frame on the release date and some first impressions of one of the DLCs missions. According to the latest information here , release is supposed to happen this November

in the same weekend as the November Update which you should be ready to roll with by then. next week, we will be talking about the new faction of northern barbarians that are coming with the warriors of the north dlc. are you ready for a new playable faction, new locations, events, gear and new music? then this week’s
devblog is for you! kings bounty: heroes is a game about war. while the main focus of the game is on tactical combat, there is also a rich narrative to discover. we will be talking about the fiction of kings bounty: heroes next week, and we are curious what you think! finally, we have a little piece that is not part of the southern

deserts lore but expands the musical selection when travelling north since the new late game crisis might entail such ventures as well. this new world map track is like a more lush and open variant of the music we made for warriors of the north, featuring the nyckelharpa as well as deep and powerful northern choir. 5ec8ef588b
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